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Welcome to the January 2019 issue of Global Gypsum Magazine - and Happy New
Year! We hope that the break has given you the chance to reflect on a busy 2018 and
‘recharge your batteries’ ahead of 2019.
The most recent financial results from the major wallboard suppliers make for broadly
positive, albeit slightly confusing reading as we welcome in the new year. In North
America, still the world’s largest wallboard market, rising volumes and prices appear
to bode well for the year ahead. Continental Building Products saw its sales rise by 8%
in the third quarter of 2018 on the back of increased sales prices and volumes. Eagle
Materials and GMS reported a similar trend. In Europe, Saint-Gobain observed a 4.2%
rise in the value of its sales, despite a downbeat performance in the UK. Bucking the
trend was the US market leader USG. It took a beating in financial terms due to rising
costs, despite a 6% increase in sales. Could this be partly down to the firm taking its
eye off the ball before it is taken over by Germany’s Knauf? It wouldn’t be the first time
that’s happened, but, whatever the reason, it’s unusual for the largest player in a given
industry / region to report trouble first. Let’s hope it’s a ‘blip.’
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Another interesting financial story in this issue is USG Boral’s insistence that 2019 will
see it grow by 10%. Perhaps this kind of ‘self-promotion’ is understandable given that
Boral is likely to buy out USG’s share or seek a new partner (Knauf?) in the coming
months. This is a story that will crop up again and again over the course of the year.
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Those with an interest in the global insulation sector should turn to Page 26 in this
issue to read all of the latest global insulation news, plus a report from EUMEPS on
insulation in sustainable construction. The contribution of insulation materials to
sustainable construction is an important issue within the scope of the discussions
on global warming and climate change. But how do different insulation materials
compare overall? Find out on Page 30.
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	14th Global Insulation Conference & Exhibition
25-26 September 2019, Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.GlobalInsulation.com

 nd Global GypSupply Conference & Exhibition
2
March 2020, Location TBC
www.Gyp-Supply.com

	The 14th Global Insulation Conference &
Exhibition will take place in Ljubljana, Slovenia
in September 2019. This must-attend event will
cover manufacturing advances, mineral wool,
polyurethane, cellulose, fibreglass, polyiso and
polystyrene, VIPs, applications and additive technologies, among others.

T he 2nd Global GypSupply Conference &
Exhibition on global natural, synthetic and
recycled gypsum supplies will take place in
March 2020, in a yet-to-be determined location.
The 1st Global GypSupply Conference took place
successfully in Brussels in March 2018, with
110 delegates from 28 countries.

19th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition
23-24 October 2019, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
www.GlobalGypsum.com
	The 19th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition will take place
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in October 2019. The event will cover
market trends, the latest research, plaster technology, applications,
energy-efficiency, non-commodity board, sustainability and more.
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NEWS
Belgium: Natural gypsum for
Kallo plant

G

yproc Belgium has installed a new
mill to grind natural gypsum at its
Kallo wallboard plant. The unit will continue to use flue gas desulphurisation
(FGD) gypsum sourced from coal-fired
power stations, but the company is
preparing for future changes in supply,
according to the HLN newspaper.

Step into our Boots

High Quality • Fast Delivery • Competitive Prices
Gyptech Mixer Boots are engineered from customer specific molds, and
crafted by knowledgeable, gypsum industry professionals. Our unique
process & innovative chemical composition results in boots that are
flexible, durable, and designed for exceptional performance.
Play safe — only trust genuine Gyptech brand spare parts and Gyptech
approved aftermarket parts.

UK: British Gypsum
signs deal with PD Ports

B

ritish Gypsum has signed a
five-year contract with PD
Ports to process its natural gypsum imports. The deal will bring
raw materials from Continental
Europe into the country via Teesport every two weeks where it
will be stored in a new bulk storage unit. The gypsum will then
be depatched by rail to British
Gypsum’s plants at Kirkby Thore in
Cumbria and Sherburn-In-Elmet
in Yorkshire. No value for the deal
has been disclosed.

UK: 85 new trucks for
British Gypsum

B

ritish Gypsum and CEVA Logistics have
introduced a new fleet of 85 Volvo
tractor units. CEVA will operate the new
fleet transporting British Gypsum’s interior lining systems from five plants to over
3500 stockists.
The new vehicles include safety features
such as extra-low ride height to reduce
blind spots and increase visibility levels, an
advanced camera system, anti-roll and drive
away prevention device, full telematics and
additional nearside vision panels in the passenger door. All trucks are fully FORS (Fleet

Gypsum Technologies Inc.
578 King Forest Court
Burlington, ON Canada L7P 5C1
Telephone: +1.905.567.2000
www.gyptech.com

Operator Recognition Scheme) Gold compliant. In addition, trucks have audible left turn
alarms, mobile CCTV camera systems and antispill fuel tanks. CEVA is a FORS Gold carrier,
while British Gypsum is a CLOCS compliant
supplier (Construction Logistics and Community Safety).
“As a business, we always put safety first
and in our case that means keeping our drivers
and the communities in which they operate,
safe. We have a desire to be the safest road
transport network in the UK and these new
high-tech, best-in-industry vehicles will help
us to achieve that vision,” said Brian Fisher, Distribution Manager at British Gypsum.
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GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
US: Continental Building Products’
sales rise on demand

C

ontinental Building Products’ net sales increased
by 8% year-on-year to US$387m in the first nine
months of 2018 from US$358m in the same period in
2017. Its earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) rose by 13% to US$111m
from US$98.8m. Its wallboard sales volumes grew by
7% to 67Mm2 from 62.6Mm2. It attributed the growth in
sales volumes to ‘strong’ demand in its markets.

US: Eagle up due to higher prices

E

agle Materials’ sales revenue from gypsum wallboard
rose in the first half of its financial year to 30 September 2018 due to higher prices. Its revenue
from wallboard grew by 9% year-on-year
to US$272m from US$250m. Its wallboard sales volumes increased by 3%
to 124Mm2 from 121Mm2. The building
materials producer said that Hurricane
Florence had disrupted its southeastern
markets, reducing sales in the second
quarter. Overall, the company’s sales
across all businesses rose.

Australia: USG Boral earnings
expected to grow by 10%

B

oral’s chief executive officer, Mike
Kane, expects that its USG Boral joint
venture’s earnings will grow by 10% in its
financial year to the end of June 2019.
He told shareholders at the company’s
annual general meeting that improvements in markets in China, Indonesia,
Thailand and India would counteract
slowing residential construction in Australia and South Korea, according to the
Australian newspaper. He also said that
Boral is conducting two valuations of
USG Boral following the merger of USG
and Knauf. The company is considering
whether to buy the other half of the
joint venture or whether to find another
partner.

US: GMS benefits from Titan
acquisition and rising prices

G

MS’s half-year wallboard sales have risen due to its
acquisition of Canada’s Titan on 1 June 2018 and
rising prices. Its wallboard sales rose by 14% year-onyear to US$652m in the half year to 31 October 2018,
from US$573m in the same period in 2017. Overall, the
wallboard distributor’s net sales increased by 25% to
US$1.61bn.
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US: USG takes a hit

U

SG’s operating profit fell by 30% year-on-year to
US$190m in the first nine months of 2018 from
US$270m in the same period in 2017. The building materials company blamed this on rising costs in the third
quarter, arising from transport costs and non-production costs linked to its Customer-First strategy. Despite
this, net sales rose by 6% to US$2.52bn from US$2.37bn.
The company is currently being acquired by Germany’s Knauf. The takeover is expected to complete in
early 2019. In its third quarter financial report USG said
that Boral had started proceedings in late August 2018
to determine the value of the USG Boral joint venture.
This process could lead to Boral exercising its right to
purchase USG’s 50% interest in USG Boral.

China: BNBM
revenue rises 17%

B

eijing New Building Materials’
(BNBM) operating revenue rose
by 17% year-on-year to US$1.37bn
in the first nine months of 2018.
Its net profit grew by 31% to
US$293m. However, both revenue
and profit fell in the third quarter
of 2018.

France: Saint Gobain
sales up 4.2%

S

aint-Gobain’s Interior Solutions
division’s net sales grew by
4.2% year-on-year to Euro5.33bn in
the first nine months of 2018 from
Euro5.11bn in the same period in
2017. The group said that division
performance in the third quarter of
2018 was driven by pricing. Western Europe progressed slightly,
despite lower volumes in the UK.
In North America, the acceleration
in price increases in the quarter
reduced sales volumes. Asia and
emerging countries reported good
growth. Overall, the group’s sales
rose by 1.8% to Euro31.1bn from
Euro30.6bn.
“Saint-Gobain continues along
its growth trajectory despite a
tough comparison basis in the third quarter of 2017.
Our focus on increasing prices – critical in an inflationary environment – continues to pay off. The industrial
issues that had weighed on our profitability in the first
half of the year are largely behind us,” said Pierre-André
de Chalendar, chairman and chief executive officer
(CEO) of Saint-Gobain.

GYPSUM NEWS
Tunisia: New GUPSOS plant in
Tataouine for Uniplatre

T

he production of plaster in Tunisia has historically
been headed by three big actors, Knauf Tunisia,
Medgyp and SIPS/STHL. However, thanks to the investment policy in the Tataouine region, new actors,
such as Uniplatre, which was created in 2015, are appearing on the market.
Uniplatre recently chose the French company GUPSOS to supply a plaster kiln for its new
plaster plant in Tataouine. The company’s intention is to produce construction plaster and
develop an auxiliary industry that uses plaster as a
raw material.
Uniplatre opted for a GUPSOS BEAU type horizontal rotary kiln, with indirect firing and a horizontal
rotary cooler. GUPSOS was chosen due to this unique
technology, its reliability and the company’s positive
reputation within Tunisia.
The BEAU kiln with indirect firing allows produers to obtain different types of plasters such
as construction plaster, moulding plaster and
decorative plaster. The products are known for their
consistency, quality and whiteness, all without the use
of additives.
The BEAU type kiln is available in several dimensions depending on the quantity of plaster to be
produced. The largest capacity corresponds to a rate
of ~400t/day of plaster. It can use different fuels:
heavy fuel N°2, diesel, natural gas or LPG. It can even
use two types of fuel at the same time, thanks to having dual burners.
Once the plaster plant is up-and-running at the
start of 2019, the company will target strategic
markets in Tunisia and the rest of North Africa and
Sub-Saharan Africa.

Above: GUPSOS BEAU type kiln, as installed by Uniplatre in Tataouine, Tunisia.
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SOME THINK
A MARGIN
OF ERROR IS
ACCEPTABLE.
WE THINK
DIFFERENT.
The BEUMER fillpac® R is a filling system with a difference.
Using revolutionary microprocessor-based weighing
electronics with vertical filling impellers and the bag
discharge system including a check weigher, it delivers
entirely new standards of precision and performance:
automatic optimisation; 300-6,000 bags per hour;
individual bag tracking and latest PMS generation; we
know what it takes to streamline your end-of-line
productivity.
For next generation packaging solutions that make a
difference, visit www.beumergroup.com

GLOBAL GYPSUM NEWS
France: Appointment at Saint-Gobain

S

aint-Gobain has appointed Benoit Bazin as its
chief operating officer in an organisational and
portfolio review process. The ‘Transform & Grow’
program intends to create a new organisational
structure with five reporting units to improve growth
and allow for a more ‘agile’ group structure.
“Saint-Gobain is evolving in a fast changing
market environment, which can be a source of
substantial growth opportunities, provided we are
sufficiently close to our markets and sufficiently
agile. We are launching an ambitious transformation
plan, ‘Transform and Grow’ based on two pillars, an
in-depth transformation of the Group’s organisational structure and an accelerated portfolio rotation
program,” said chairman and chief executive officer
(CEO) Pierre-André de Chalendar.
The new structure will consist of five reporting
units, with four regional businesses and a global High
Performance Solutions unit. The new regional groups
will be Northern Europe, Southern Europe, Americas
and Asia-Pacific. The High Performance Solutions
unit will include High-Performance Materials (HPM)
and the Sekurit (automotive glass) business.
The program also plans to accelerate the group’s
portfolio rotation. It is preparing to divest businesses
worth around Euro1bn by the end of 2019. More than
10 companies of various sizes across all sectors are
being actively prepared for divestment and three significant processes have already been launched.

US: Gypsum Association revises GA-216
Application and Finishing of Gypsum Panel
Products from 2019

T

he Gypsum Association has revised its GA-216 Application
and Finishing of Gypsum Panel Products technical document. It has been revised in 2018 to fit a three year cycle to
coincide with the 2021 code revision cycle and to better align
with the Association’s other code-referenced documents,
namely GA-600 Fire Resistance and Sound Control Design
Manual and GA-253 Application of Gypsum Sheathing. GA216 is referenced in the International Building Code (and other
I-Codes) as well as NFPA 5000 as a standard for the application
and installation of gypsum panels.
The 2018 specification provides appropriate installation
methods for the various types of gypsum panels. New to the
2018 specification is clarification of language on steel studs
and abuse-resistant and impact-resistance panel products
and updated criteria for panel installation over concrete.
Direct adhesion to concrete is no longer acceptable; panels
must be installed on framing. Also, GA-223 Gypsum Panel
Products, Types, Uses, Sizes, and Standards has been added to
the appendix as a reference to ASTM standards and Gypsum
Association publications that provide additional information
and specifications.

Pakistan: Karak plants closed over gas use

S

ix gypsum factories that had been using illegal gas connections have been closed during a crackdown. An official
of Sui Northern Gas Pipelines Limited said that an operation
was launched overnight on 9-10 December 2018.
The illegal connections were disconnected, generators
and other equipment taken into custody, the factories closed
and First Information Reports lodged against the owners. The
official added that raids on illegal gas connections would
continue at ‘odd times’ and warned factory owners to connect
legal supplies immediately.

India: CNTPC orders flue-gas desulphurisation systems from Mitsubishi Hitachi

N
US: Housing starts up from weak base

U

S homebuilding, which directly affects demand
for gypsum wallboard, rose in October 2018 due
to a rebound in multi-family housing projects. However, construction of single-family homes fell for a
second straight month, suggesting the housing market remained mired in weakness as mortgage rates
march higher, according to Reuters. Housing starts
increased by 1.5% percent to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 1.228 million units in October 2018.
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TPC has ordered flue-gas desulphurisation (FGD) systems from Japan’s Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems for
its Mouda-II and Rihand-II & III coal-fired power plants. This
is the first order of a limestone-gypsum FGD system for the
Indian market. The installations are scheduled for completion
in 2021 and 2022 respectively. No value for the order has been
disclosed.
The projects were ordered through MHPS’ Indian subsidiary and included engineering, procurement and construction
(EPC) arrangements. The order comprises two 660MW units
for the Mouda-II plant, and four 500MW units for the Rihand-II
& III plant, for a combined output of 3320MW. The FGD systems will be additional installations to the existing power
generating facilities, supporting the design of a spray-type
desulphurisation system handled by MHPS’ Indian subsidiary.
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Robert McCaffrey, Global Gypsum Magazine

Global Gypsum Conference 2018 - Reviewed
The 18th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition successfully took place in Vancouver in
October 2018, with nearly 300 delegates in attendance, alongside 47 exhibitors and 18
presentations. The 19th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition will take place in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia on 23 - 24 October 2019.

F
1: Delegates from Continental
Building Products (CBP) take in
one of the 18 presentations at
the conference.

2: Dirk Schlemper of INFORM
Software presented on the
topic of Artificial Intelligence in
the gypsum sector.

3: Robert Grupe, speaking on
behalf of Smithers Apex, explored
gypsum trends to 2028.

4: Innogyps’ Robert Morrow
spoke about Knauf’s takeover
of USG Corporation.

ollowing a convivial Welcome Reception in the
large exhibition area the previous evening, Dirk
Schlemper of Inform Software started the conference itself with a run-down of the effects of artificial
intelligence on the future building industry. There
are forms of ‘narrow’ AIs, including Alexa, Siri and
chatbots; examples of machine learning such as email
spam filters and chess programmes; and examples
of digital operational research such as scheduling
and real-time control of building materials logistics.
The Alpha-Go Zero software taught itself the game,
through unsupervised machine learning, playing
the game millions of times and ‘learning’ as it went.
‘When code adapts itself, who is responsible when
things go wrong? The hardware manufacturer, the
software vendor or the self-adjusting code?’ asked
Dirk. He showed a video of a free-standing humanoid robot that took wallboard from a stack of sheets,
turned the sheet on its side, and using a nail-gun,
fixed the gypsum wallboard to a stud-wall. Delegates
were suitably impressed. Dirk suggested that when
the workforce thinks about AI, the bosses think that
the workers will be replaced by AI, and the workers
think that the bosses will be replaced by AI. Essentially, machines are getting ‘smarter,’ but there is
some way to go to get to economical ‘General AI.’
As NASA put it in 1965, ‘Man is the cheapest 150pound non-linear, all-purpose computer system
which can be produced by unskilled labour.’
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Next up was Robert Grupe, on behalf of Smithers Apex, who looked at global gypsum trends to
2028. The headline number is that the total demand
for gypsum (from all industries) is going to increase
from 365Mt in 2018, up to 577Mt in 2028, and from
US$2.2bn to US$3.4bn in value. Bob stated that the
ongoing trends in the industry are regulatory shifts
towards innovation; recycling and sustainability;
regional trends; plasterboard differentiation and
panelisation or prefabrication.
Robert Morrow of Innogyps next spoke about
the ongoing merger/takeover of USG and/by Knauf.
Robert first gave the disclaimer that he knew absolutely nothing about the internal situations of the
deal, but he said that he could have an ‘educated
guess’ at what is going on. The deal will make Knauf
the largest gypsum company in the world, larger
even than China’s BNBM. There is no great overlap
worldwide between the two companies, making the
combination a compelling one. He suggested that
the process will affect USG corporate employees
most, rather than employees at the plants. Capital
expenditure for the combined business may be constrained in the short to medium term. The future
situation of the USG-Boral joint-venture is unclear.
Maarten Hendriks of New West Gypsum Recycling next asked, “Where has all the gypsum gone?”
NWGR has now recycled more than 6Mt of gypsum
worldwide, through its nine plants. Maarten pointed
out that in Canada only 40% of the gypsum that is
recycled is then used to produce new building materials. In the USA, only 2% is recycled (with another
2% used in agriculture). In both countries, the rest
is landfilled. In Europe, 26% is recycled. He pointed
out that waste typically finds the least strenuous or
exacting regulatory environment and/or cheapest
method of disposal. This does not necessarily coincide with reuse. Maarten pointed out that if the
price of natural and FGD gypsum were to rise, then
all quality concerns over recycled gypsum would be
overcome, so the quality of recycled gypsum is not
an insurmountable barrier to reuse. He concluded
that 30% of today’s gypsum demand could in the
future be supplied by recycled gypsum.

GLOBAL GYPSUM: EVENT REVIEW
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Mark Flumiani next spoke on behalf of Gyptech
on the three eras of gypsum use: the commodity era,
the consumer product era and on the forthcoming science fiction era. Mark pointed out that the
core of a gypsum board in North America must
be at least 70% gypsum - and that this stipulation
has not changed much over the past century. In the
consumer products era a significant event occurred
with the so-called Chinese drywall incident, which
followed poor-quality imports, and which led to the
specification of higher quality for boards, specifically
that they must not contain greater than 10ppm of
orthorhombic cyclooctasulphur (S8) (0.001% of an
elemental sulphur marker). Mark essentially made a
plea for gypsum materials to be more fully analysed,
so that producers know exactly what goes into their
boards. This will tend to eliminate corporate and
public risk, and to reduce corporate product liability
to the lowest possible levels. Mark then gazed into
his crystal ball to look into the future of gypsum.
Gypsum has already been discovered on the surface
of Mars and USG has partnered with NASA to look
into the possibility of drilling into gypsum deposits
on the red planet. One reason for this may be that
gypsum may be an economic source of water for
human visitors to Mars, through the calcination of
gypsum in order to produce water, rather than to
make stucco. The water could also be used as part of
a process to make fuel on Mars, for a return journey.
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Industry veteran Alfred Brosig next spoke about
gypsum processing, pointing out that the calcination
system has the greatest potential for saving energy
in a wallboard plant. Creating a stucco with maximised consistency will allow it to accept the greatest
amount of foaming, hence reducing the amount of
gypsum that has to be dehydrated in the dryer. Alfred suggested that hammer or impact mills should
be avoided for the comminution of natural gypsum
(but should be used for FGD gypsum) on account of
high wear rates. He railed against the use of dampers
in gypsum processing, stating that they are a waste of
energy due to their pressure drop effects. It is better
to use a frequency-modulated exhaust gas fan. Alfred
suggested the use of a simplified stucco stabilisation
and cooling system, incorporating a double-walled
ambient-air-cooled stucco conditioning bin. Finally,
Alfred combined his various innovative ideas into
his suggestion for the ‘Alfred Brosig Natural Gypsum Calcination System,’ which would produce high
quality stucco at a substantial discount compared to
usual production costs, while producing lower NOx
and other emissions.
Professor Zhibao Li of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences next spoke about the possibility of producing alpha-gypsum from waste CaCl2 produced
as a by-product of the Solvay process for manufacturing sodium carbonate (Na2CO2). Professor
Li gave details of a new process for the reaction of

7

5

5: Maarten Hendriks from
locally-based New West Gypsum
Recycling lifted the lid on
the reality of gypsum
wallboard recycling,
especially within Europe.

6: Gyptech’s Mark Flumiani
looked into future
gypsum applications, both
on earth and elsewhere
in the solar system!

7: Gypsum industry stalwart
Alfred Brosig spoke about
gypsum processing, pointing out
that the calcination system has
the greatest potential for saving
energy in a wallboard plant.

8: Dick Engbrecht PhD, gave
the penultimate presentation
at the conference, on the
evaluation of gypsum casts by
digital image correlation.

9: Gyptech’s Jeff Warren gave
the final presentation
on the first day.

8
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10-12: The Global Gypsum Gala
Dinner, sponsored by GEO®
Specialty Chemicals, was held at
the Vancouver Aquarium. Here
Erik Dihrkop, General Manager of
GEO® can be seen giving a warm
welcome to delegates.

spent CaCl2 solution with
aluminium sulphate for the
production of clean saleable
gypsum or high value alpha
hemihydrate and aluminium
chloride hexahydrate.
Jeff Warren finished the
programme of the first day
by speaking about soluble
anhydrite. Soluble anhydrite
(AIII) is the next stage on
from hemihydrate when
heat is applied. The mineralogical transformation is easily reversible when
water is added, in a strongly exothermic reaction.
Jeff pointed out that it is all-too-easy to calcine dihydrate past hemihydrate and into anhydrite, and the
process in an industrial process will be influenced
by raw minerals, temperatures, air flow, particle size,
humidity, ambient conditions and the configuration
of the process. “It is practically impossible to avoid
making some anhydrite when calcining gypsum,” he
stated. The exothermic contribution of the hydration of soluble anhydrite will have effects on board
formation, including on slurry temperature, setting
characteristics, water demands, stucco expansion,
on setting characteristics and on weight control.
There are also effects on board drying, which can
have a significant financial impact. Jeff stated that to
be able to control AIII, you must measure it, potentially using the Gyptech Stucco Analyser. Once it has
been measured, steps may then be taken to adjust
the process to minimise the production of AIII,
using the process variables mentioned above.

Gala Dinner and Awards
The Global Gypsum Awards Gala Dinner took place
in the unusual surroundings of the Vancouver
Aquarium. Erik Dihrkop, general manager of GEO
Specialty Chemicals, gave a gracious welcome on
behalf of his company, which kindly sponsored
the Gala Dinner. The Global Gypsum Company of
the Year Award went to the world’s largest gypsum
wallboard producer BNBM. Gypsum equipment/

14
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services supplier of the year was Gyptech. The
Global Gypsum plant of the year was the San
Luis Potosí plant of Panel Rey, in Mexico. The
gypsum-based product of the year was the
ONTOP ceiling system from Knauf, while
the innovation of the year was the Jürgens
Maschinenbau side-film packaging machine
for gypsum plasterboards. The Outstanding
Contribution to the global gypsum industry
award went to USG - possibly for the last time
under its current ownership. Grenzebach BSH
was given a special award for ‘Technological
Excellence’ for its long history and its wide
range of well-received wallboard manufacturing equipment.
In total four gypsum industry ‘legends’ were
awarded the joint ‘Personality of the year’ award
over the course of the conference, and these were
Hélène Barzoukas from Saint-Gobain Gypsum,
Stefan Jerrelid from Limab, Emil Kopilovich from
PABCO Gypsum and Craig Robertson of National
Gypsum. Following a very popular raffle including
artworks created by ‘First Peoples’ of the area and
tickets for a Vancouver panorama flight by float
plane on the following morning, the venue for the
2019 conference was announced as Kuala Lumpur
on 23-24 October 2019.

Second day
The second day of the conference started with Viktor
Zerr of Gebr. Pfeiffer, who spoke about a compact
gypsum calcining solution - the R4C. The components of the system are supplied pre-assembled and
pre-wired in shipping containers, to reduce erection
time. The heart of the system is a grinding, drying
and calcining vertical roller mill. The three mills
suggested for the concept can calcine 13t/hr, 29t/hr
and 45t/hour of gypsum.
Next up was Ryan Hogan of Claudius Peters
Americas, who spoke about the use of 3D laser-scanning technology for brown-field project planning.
Ryan pointed out that data from different sources,
including 3D models, can be merged together with
laser-scanning data. The full model can be used to
optimise the design of facilities, including the avoidance of ‘conflicts’ or problems where more than one
element is supposed to be in the same space. The 3D
scanning is accurate to 1mm, out to a range of at
least 70m, minimising risks and eliminating ‘change
orders’ during construction.
Nick Wright of Fernite of Sheffield next spoke on
knives for gypsum wallboard. Nick stated that the
best material to use for the knife is stainless steel,
with other metals more likely to rust due to salts in
the boards. Material build-up on the teeth, metalto-metal contact and inaccurate tooth pitching can
all be avoided through correct tooth manufacturing.
Read Nick’s article on knives in the wallboard sector
on Page 22 of this issue.
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13: Viktor Zerr started the second day of presentations with a
run-down on a compact gypsum
calcining solution - the R4C.

14: Nick Wright of Fernite of
Sheffield gave a comprehensive
overview of the importance of
knives in the gypsum wallboard
sector. Read his article on the
subject on Page 22.

15: Luis Castano from IAC gave
a well-received presentation on
the correct use of fans in gypsum
processing facilities. Read his
article on the subject in the
March 2019 issue of Global
Gypsum Magazine.

16: Dany de Kock (left) of
Johns Manville hosts a visitor to
the stand.

Jamil Bundalli of Kamengo next pointed out the
three root causes of bin plugging: poor bin geometry, compaction by the feeder and uneven discharge.
The feeder can inadvertently compact the material
in the bin above it - if the effective discharge opening
of the bin is smaller than the bridging and/or piping dimension, you will get bin plugging. Jamil told
delegates that the Kamengo feeder avoids this effect.
Luis Castano of IAC next spoke on centrifugal
fans and how to maximise their performance in
gypsum plant dedusting systems. Compared to axial
fans, centrifugal fans can operate at lower volumes
but at higher pressures. Forward-curved blades are
capable of higher volumes, while backwards-curved
blades are capable of producing higher pressures
(but lower volumes). Radial blades are capable
of handling higher dust loads, but are relatively
inefficient. Luis indicated the optimised point of
operation of the centrifugal fan, partly through the
sensible design of ductwork. Read more about this
subject in the March 2019 issue of Global Gypsum
Magazine.
Next Michael Mesterkemper introduced the
Haver & Boecker Roto-Lock bag dosing equipment,
for clean filling of bags.
Reggie Buckley next spoke on behalf of Owens
Corning (OC) on a robust evaluation methodology
for improved fibreglass processing. Fibreglass is
used to improve mechanical and fire performance
of wallboard, but it must be capable of being dosed
reliably into the mix and to have uniform dispersion
in the wallboard. OC decided to try to improve upon
its wet-use chopped strand fibres by developing a

16

17: Sika Services’ Markus Müller
(right) in discussion with a visitor.

18: H BÖHL’s Martin Schoppe
poses for the camera.
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new fibre offering. Laboratory-scale testing, and
subsequent commercial-scale vibratory fibre feeder
steps were used to select the best possible fibre candidates for future development. The most promising
fibre was then tested by a real-world board producer,
which discovered that its short-term performance
was not replicated over a longer production run of
more than two days, partly due to a build-up of fibre
within the feeder. It was decided to use a longer testing time back in the lab, using the commercial-scale
vibratory fibre feeder, over five days. This allowed
the team to optimise sizing and fibre characteristics
for the new product, the CS1530 wet-use chopped
strand for the gypsum industry.
Wijai Homsakmongkol of Siam Cement Group
Paper Packaging spoke about his company’s light
weight and high strength plasterboard liner, manufactured on a new efficient paper machine developed
in conjunction with Japanese company Kobayashi.
He said that the company has been able to reduce
the basis weight of paper from 160gsm to 140gsm,
while maintaining the same tensile strength. This
has been achieved by using quality fibres, by refining the fibres (for example by increasing their
‘hairiness’), using correct fibre orientation, by using
modified starch to enhance strength and by using a
proprietary enzyme to convert the starch. Further
developments will increase the tensile strength of
the paper at the same weight.
Dick Engbrecht PhD gave the penultimate
presentation at the conference, on the evaluation
of gypsum casts by digital image correlation (DIC)
when exposed to temperatures of above 500°C. Dick
showed that at high temperatures there are complex
interactions between borax, used for stability of
gypsum at high temperatures since it seems to melt,
flow and heal cracks, and kaolin, which is a common
minor clay constituent of natural gypsum.
The final presentation at the conference was
given by Mika Lehtonen of Lahti Precision, on
‘Cleantech Finland’ values in dosing and weighing
in gypsum dry mix plants. Mika says that his company uses injected air to fluidised materials in bins,
allowing gravity to more effectively do its job, as well
as applying fluidisation in hoses and dosing systems.
Clean and dry air is required for fluidisation. System
design means that energy-efficiency is built-in.
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19: Christian Raestrup from
Bernd Münstermann, producer
of dryers for gypsum wallboard,
answers a question on the
company’s stand.

19

20

21

20: The team from Forbo
Siegling, producer of forming
belts for the gypsum sector.

21: Discussions on the Gyptech
stand, manufacturer of gypsum
wallboard production plants.

22: Calvin Savage (left) and
Colin Hanson (right) from
moisture measurement experts
Sensortech Systems.

23

22

24

23: Discussions on the Lutze
stand, a producer of gypsum
board forming belts.

24: The Owens Corning team in
discussion with visitors to the
company’s stand.

25

26

25: ALPHAPLATRE’s Guillaume
Prode (left) and Philippe Sauty
(right) answer a question from a
group of interested visitors.

26: All smiles from the
TerraSource team, a group
of companies engaged
in gypsum recycling.

27
29

28

30

27: A large delegation from
Schenck Process and Raymond
Bartlett Snow poses for the
camera.

28: MoistTech, producer of
moisture detection systems for
wallboard production plants.

29: LIMAB’s Jens Svensson (left)
Michael Karlsson (centre) and
Stefan Jerrelid (right) pose for
the camera.

30: The team from gypsum
additive manufacturer SICIT 2000.
Left to right: Oreste Odelli,
Fabio Agnolon, Francesca
Santacaterina, Alessandro Carreri
and Alfred Dayem.
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31
31: Christian Fliss poses on
the Jürgens Maschinenbau
stand, a German producer
of packaging equipment.

32
32: Viktor Zerr represented Gebr.
Pfeiffer, manufacturers
of gypsum grinding and
calcining equipment.
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33: Global Gypsum
Conference regulars China’s
Shandong Sanjin Glass.
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34: Michel Dairay (left)
and Julie Perrin (right) from
plaster kiln and technology
provider GUPSOS.

35: Charles Shurtliff (right)
of Grenzebach, global
producer of wallboard
manufacturing lines, in
discussion with customers.

34

35

36: The team from Turkish
wallboard line manufacturer
Erisim Makina. Left to right:
Güleser Aker, Ferkat Kurultay
and Fevzi Aker.

37

36

37: Henrik Wetegrove (facing centre) and Volker Göcke
(right) answer questions on
the Claudius Peters stand.

38: Ege Ugurlu from Metal
Form, a Turkish supplier of
gypsum wallboard manufacturing equipment.

38

39

40

39: Michael Mestekemper
(left) and Davor Marusa
of Haver & Boecker, a supplier of filling, bagging and
packaging machines for the
gypsum sector.

40: PARGET Makina’s Yana
Tsygankova (left) and
Abdullah Karataş (right). The
company is a producer of
gypsum wallboard production lines.

41: Delegates enjoy the
farewell drinks reception.

20

Farewell and conference prizes
The Farewell Reception - in the Constellation Room
on the Wall Centre’s 34th Floor - was serenaded by
the Siobhan Walsh Jazz Experience, and a number
of prizes were presented. The best exhibition stand
award which went jointly to Gyptech and Grenzebach. Delegates had also voted for their favourite
presentations, with voting normalised to the number
of attendees in each presentation. Mark Flumiani of
Gyptech won third prize for his paper on the journey of gypsum from commodity product to outer
space. Luis Castano of IAC was second for his paper
on understanding centrifugal fans, while Jeff Warren of Gyptech won the prize for best presentation
for his paper which helped delegates to understand
gypsum anhydrite.
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The 19th Global Gypsum Conference & Exhibition
will take place in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia on 23 - 24
October 2019.
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Nick Wright, Fernite of Sheffield Ltd

A tiny change for maximum gain: The
importance of knives in the wallboard sector
Knives are a small part of the gypsum board manufacturing process, yet they are vital to
the efficient running of the plant. As global gypsum wallboard manufacturers continue
to seek ways to reduce costs and remove waste from the production cycle, optimising
the cutting process can be a fast, simple and cost-effective way to deliver significant
improvements in plant efficiency.

O
Above: Nick Wright is Group
Sales Manager at Fernite of
Sheffield Ltd, a world-leading
knife manufacturer based in
the UK. With a background
in engineering and technical
sales, Nick has developed
Fernite into Europe’s leading
manufacturer of gypsum
board knives, supplying the
world’s largest board producers across six continents.

ver the past 50 years Fernite’s technical department has carried out extensive research
into manufacturing processes, material options,
tooth profiles and other factors, which all affect the
performance of gypsum board knives. By refining
every aspect of the manufacturing process and testing in genuine operating conditions, the company
has been able to develop a range of knives that can
deliver efficiencies and savings worth up to 0.5% of
annual output. Tiny differences in the manufacturing process, knife selection and setup can result in
an extended knife lifespan, increased production
runs and reduced scrap.
This article discusses the factors that affect the
cutting performance of gypsum board knives, common problems encountered at the cutting stage and
potential solutions to these. It also sets out the results
of case studies carried out at large gypsum wallboard plants in South America and Europe, where
the improvements were tested under real-world
operating conditions.

The setup and installation of the knife is critical
to the overall performance of the cutter unit. Knives
achieve optimum performance when mounted with
the plain side facing the in-feed of the conveyor and
the ground side facing the out-feed. This ensures
the tooth tips are in the same vertical plane at the
mid-point of the cut, ensuring a clean and precise
cut (See Figure 1).
It is recommended that the linear speed of the
cutter unit is marginally faster than the speed of
the conveyor, ensuring the points exit from the cut
cleanly and ahead of the following board.

Common operating problems
The cutter unit is a common failure point in the
manufacturing process. However, many issues that
lead to failure can be resolved by using the most
suitable type of knife for the material that is being
cut. The most common problems encountered by
manufacturers at the cutter unit are the build-up of
material on the knife, damage to the teeth caused by

Knife setup

Right - Figure 1:
Correct set-up of gypsum
wallboard knives.
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The majority of gypsum board lines worldwide operate using a cutter unit that holds
two knives. These operate in a rotary motion, cutting the board as it passes through
the unit on a conveyor. Each knife is of
toothform construction, with teeth ground
to one face.
The thickness of the knife should be
determined by the type of cutter unit in
operation. Different unit manufacturers
recommend different knife thicknesses.
The most common knife thicknesses are
0.81mm (0.032”) and 1.21mm (0.048”). It
is advised to check with the manufacturer
of the cutter unit and specify the recommended thickness when ordering blades
from the manufacturer to ensure that the
knife fits perfectly into the cutter unit.
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cracked and damage board ends due to poor
cuts. The excessive damaged material is then
subsequently trimmed, creating a large volume of scrap.

Impact of poor knife performance
on the business

metal-to-metal contact, damage to the board itself
and failure to achieve a clean cut through the board
due to blunt or poorly ground teeth.
These issues can cause considerable problems,
from excessive machine downtime to product damage. However, the solutions to these problems are
often simple, fast and affordable.
Material Build-up: Material build-up at the root
of the teeth can severely impact the cutting performance of the knife. When the knife passes through
the board, the gypsum mix adheres to the teeth, with
a compound effect occurring when dried material
attracts more of the mix to the knife (See Figure 2).
Material build-up not only significantly shortens
the life of the knife and reduces its effectiveness, but
also risks costly damage to the finished product.
Common causes of material build-up include
an incorrect tooth profile for the thickness of board
being cut and poor quality, especially knives that are
manufactured using material of insufficient quality
for use in the gypsum wallboard sector.
Tooth damage: Damage to the points of the teeth
is a common problem that occurs when teeth do
not align perfectly and thus strike against one another when cutting. Metal-to-metal contact most
commonly occurs when the two knives in the cutter unit do not mesh together perfectly. Imprecise
manufacturing, where teeth are not produced uniformly, and incorrect installation are the two most
common causes.
Knives striking one another causes the teeth to
deform. This can result in increased material buildup. Damaged teeth (see Figure 3) can also cause the
paper to tear. Given the position of the cutter unit
in the overall board production line, damage to the
paper is often not identified until the board
has passed through the remainder of the
production line. It can therefore be a costly
problem due to the high volume of damaged
board that must be scrapped.
Worn or blunt teeth: Poorly ground teeth or
worn teeth result in failure of the knife to fully
cut through the board. This can cause product
damage and a poor finish. Typically, operators
extend the board length to compensate for

Left - Figure 2:
Build-up of gypsum
material on knives.

The issues highlighted above can have a dramatic impact on the performance of a gypsum
board production line, and ultimately on the
whole business. As well as generating more
scrap, poor knife performance also results in
production stoppages. Bringing a production line to
a halt is a costly process and, if stoppages are occurring due to a simple set of consumable knives not
performing as they should, this presents an opportunity to make significant savings immediately, with
minimal expenditure.
Poorly manufactured knives also increase
changeover times. Installing knives that have been
manufactured inaccurately can result in a frustrating
and lengthy pairing and alignment process – whereas
any two precision-ground knives with a uniform
tooth pitch from the same manufacturer should
align perfectly. The impact of correcting these problems on the business as a whole can be significant.
By following the guidance below many of the most
common cutting problems can be eliminated.

Avoiding and rectifying common
cutting problems
There are several variables to consider when selecting a knife. Tooth pitch, tooth uniformity, quality
of manufacture and material are all important
considerations:
Finish: The surface finish of the knife should be
smooth and the angles and pitch of the teeth should
be uniform throughout. Material hardness is crucial.
This can be retained by ensuring low-temperature
grinding operation during manufacturing.
Tooth Pitch: Material build-up can often be caused
by using the incorrect tooth pitch for the thickness
of board being cut. Thicker board requires a greater
tooth depth in order to avoid the knife penetrating
through the board beyond the root of the tooth.
This means a knife with fewer teeth per inch (TPI)

Left - Figure 3:
Damaged blades.
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Root gap

Right - Figure 4:
Definitions of the ‘root gap,’
‘precise tooth pitch’ and
‘mesh gap.’

Root gap
Mesh gap

Right - Figure 5:
Teeth from reputable
manufacurers should always
fit together perfectly.

Precise tooth pitch

should be considered when cutting thicker board
(See Figure 6).
A good knife supplier should be able to suggest
the appropriate number of TPI for a given plant’s
setup. In an ideal world there is a specific TPI best
suited to each thickness of board that the line processes. The reality for many plant managers is that
frequently changing knives whenever the board
thickness changes is simply not possible. In this case,
the most suitable number of TPI to cover the range
of boards produced on a particular line should be
recommended.
Root gap: When setting up the knife unit, a ‘root
gap’ of 0.5-1.0mm is recommended to prevent the
knife penetrating the board beyond the root of the
tooth. (See Figure 4) This reduces the likelihood of
material build-up and metal-to-metal contact.
Material: High quality material is essential. The
knives must be able to withstand rusting and corrosion due to the presence of salts and other additives
in the gypsum mix, yet also maintain a high level of
hardness and toughness to avoid failure due to damage and excessive wear. The most suitable material
for the manufacture of gypsum blades is therefore
stainless steel.
Manufacturing method: The method of manufacture also affects the performance and longevity of
the knife. For optimum performance, a precise and
uniform tooth pitch must be achieved. Any two
knives from the same manufacturer should be able
to mesh perfectly together with no metal-to-metal
contact (See Figure 5).

Below - Figure 6: Different
TPI values are needed for
different board thicknesses.

6TPI
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Other solutions: In cases with more severe material
build-up, an additional solution may be required.

5TPI
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Fernite has developed a range of
coated blades with additional nonstick properties that can significantly
reduce the amount of material
that adheres to the knife. The company’s coating combines a non-stick
surface and wear resistance and,
although the cost of this product is
significantly higher, it resulted in a
lifespan around five times longer than
standard stainless blades when trialled in a major European gypsum
wallboard plant.

Case studies
While results will vary from plant to plant, the studies detailed below provide a general overview of the
savings and improvements which can be delivered
by optimising the knife unit.
To compare knife performance, tests were carried out at two large gypsum wallboard factories in
South America and Europe, by the plant manager
and technical director respectively. The studies
compared performance of a competitors’ standard knife with the performance of an optimised
Fernite knife selected to suit the board thickness
being manufactured.
Both studies found that the Fernite knife lasted
twice as long as the competitor’s product. By
doubling the lifespan of the knife, the number of
changeovers required in a year is halved.
For example, if knife changing was carried
out every two weeks rather than every week, the
26 changes removed from the schedule equate to
17.33hr of production time, assuming a typical
change-over time of 40 minutes per unit.
In addition to saved time, the study also
highlighted the savings available if excess board production to compensate for damage caused by knives
was reduced. Assuming a typical production speed
of 120m/min and board length of 2.4m, reducing
6mm (0.5”) of unnecessary material on each board
could save 327,600m/yr of scrap, the equivalent of
136,500 boards every year.

Conclusion
For optimum gypsum wallboard plant performance,
consideration must be given to the quality of manufacture, quality of material and also the setup of
the cutting knives. Deficiencies in any area of knife
production or set-up can result in costly problems.
However, optimising the cutting process involves a
tiny investment with immediate results and a short
payback period. Optimising knives in a typical
board plant currently experiencing difficulties could
be worth up to 0.5% of total output. Upgrading your
gypsum board knives is a tiny change that can deliver maximum gain.
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GLOBAL INSULATION
Denmark: Solid trend for Rockwool

R

ockwool has reported that its trend of ‘solid’ performance continued in the third quarter of 2018, with
high sales growth and increased profitability during
the first three quarters of 2018.
Sales in the first nine months reached
Euro1.96bn, an increase of 16.1% in local
currency terms, including acquisitions,
which contributed three percentage
points. The negative currency impact was
three percentage points. In the third quarter of 2018, sales increased by 14.6% in
local currency terms to hit Euro692m.
Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT)
over the first nine months of 2018 ended
at Euro258m, an increase of 39%. In the
third quarter of 2018 EBIT was Euro97m,
an increase of 28% year-on-year.
Rockwool’s growth in net sales is now
expected to be 14-15% for the whole
of 2018 in local currency terms, including around 2-3% from the acquisition
of Flumroc.
Commenting on the group’s performance, CEO Jens Birgersson said, “We are
pleased with our sales and profitability
performance, as we achieved good top line growth
in all major regions and good profitability across the
board. The higher input costs we’re experiencing are
being offset by strong factory performance and high
productivity.”
“It’s also gratifying that our sustainability efforts are
being recognised, with the Standard & Poor’s Trucost
analysis confirming that 100% of Rockwool’s products
contribute to meeting UN Sustainable Development
Goals,” concluded Birgersson.

Belgium: Recticel results stable

R

ecticel’s sales for its insulation business remained
stable year-on-year at Euro202m in the first nine
months of 2018. The polyurethane foam producer’s
insulation sector sales fell year-on-year in the third
quarter of 2018 due to ‘strong’ volumes combined with
falling prices and methylene diphenyl diisocyanate
(MDI) input prices. Overall sales at the company have
risen slightly so far in 2018.

UK: SIG down on poor UK market

S

IG’s revenue fell in the three months to October 2018 due to a weakening construction
market in the UK. Its revenue in the UK and Ireland
fell by 8.7% year-on-year. It said that commercial
construction demand had remained dampened by
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macro-economic uncertainty, house price inflation was
slowing and secondary housing market transactions
had continued to fall. Its sales in Europe were mixed with
quarterly declines in France and Germany but strong
gains in Poland, the Benelux region and in its Air
Handling business.

UK: Kingspan sales rise...
...in Europe

K

ingspan’s sales rose by 18% yearon-year to Euro3.18bn in the
first nine months of 2018. Insulated
panel sales increased by 20% due
to mainland European sales and the
acquisition of Synthesia and Balex.
Despite an improvement in the third
quarter, the market in the UK was
reported as subdued for smaller
and medium projects. Insulation
board sales grew by 13% driven by
its Kooltherm product sales. European sales were reported as mixed,
although improvements in Scandinavia, Southern Europe and North
America were noted.

France: Saint-Gobain helped by
higher prices

S

aint-Gobain’s Interior Solutions division’s net sales
grew by 4.2% year-on-year to Euro5.33bn in the first
nine months of 2018 from Euro5.11bn in the same period in 2017. The group said that division performance
in the third quarter of 2018 was driven by pricing. Western Europe progressed slightly, despite lower volumes
in the UK. In North America, the acceleration in price
increases in the quarter reduced sales volumes. Asia
and emerging countries reported good growth. Overall, the group’s sales rose by 1.8% to Euro31.1bn from
Euro30.6bn.

US: Weaker market hampers
Owens Corning

W

eaker market conditions have reduced Owens
Corning’s expected growth in the third quarter
of 2018. The building materials company’s net sales
rose by 11% year-on-year to US$5.33bn in the first
nine months of 2018 from US$4.78bn in the same
period in 2017. Its earnings before interest and tax
(EBIT) increased by 1.5% to US$596m from US$587m.
For its insulation business the company said that it had
reduced its expected EBIT growth for the year due to
weaker market expectations across different regions
and products.
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US: Thermoseal launches new spray
foam insulation products

T

hermoseal has launched three new spray foam insulation products: Thermoseal 360, Thermoseal 800 and Thermoseal One.
Thermoseal 360 is an ultra-high yield open cell spray foam insulation.
Thermoseal 800 is a new ultra-high R-value open cell spray foam.
Thermoseal One is an ultra-high yield, ultra high R-value, one pass,
closed cell spray foam insulation. Thermoseal One has also passed
the Hurricane Wind Uplift test, which means it is approved for use in
Hurricane zones across the US.
Thermoseal manufactures polyurethane spray foam insulation,
roofing and other similar products for the residential, commercial
and industrial construction industry.

China: Eight dead in insulation
plant explosion

A

n explosion at the Xinhong Thermal Insulation Materials Company plant in Lankao county in Henan province killed eight
people and injured another in November 2018. An initial investigation has found that it was caused by a propane leak, according to the
Xinhua News Agency.

Slovenia: 60 years of Knauf
Škofja Loka plant

K

nauf Insulation has celebrated the
60th anniversary of its Škofja Loka
mineral wool plant. The plant originally
opened in 1958 under the Termika
brand. The company also opened the
Knauf Insulation Experience Center
(KIEXC), a sustainable building showcase. KIEXC will be used to provide an
educational base for the latest construction techniques, energy advisory
consultations and training.
“Thanks to Škofja Loka’s pioneering
research and development we are the
cutting edge of innovative solutions
such as sandwich panels, fire-resistant
rock mineral wool systems and domestic
appliance insulation,” said Jean-Claude
Carlin, president of the board of Knauf
Insulation.
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US/Canada: Formaldehyde-free perimeter fire product launched in North America

O

wens Corning has launched a formaldehyde-free
perimeter fire containment system product in
North America. The offering uses Thermafiber Firespan
and Safing mineral wool insulation products to deliver
fire resistance performance to help commercial architects, specifiers and contractors. The system became
available at the end of 2018.
“As a pioneer in fire safety, we know the perimeter
in a commercial structure is one of the most complex
areas where fire can spread and where building professionals face high-stakes design scenarios,” said Carmelo

US: New plant for Foam Systems

F

oam Systems has opened a new spray foam insulation plant at Norwalk, Connecticut. The producer
claims it is the only such producer in New England.
The company manufactures products including Thermoseal Spray Foam Insulation, Igloo Foam Insulation
and others. It plans to open other plants across the US
and provide private label services to other spray foam
brands and to anyone who would like a private label
spray foam insulation system.

US: Installed Building Products buys
Advanced Fiber Technology

I

nstalled Building Products has purchased Advanced
Fiber Technology (AFT) for an undisclosed value.
Founded in 1988 and located in Bucyrus, Ohio, AFT
manufactures cellulose, asphalt, and industrial fibres.
The company sells its products to distributors and
installers, predominantly in the Midwest and Northeastern US.
“AFT provides us with an opportunity to vertically
integrate our cellulose insulation supply in certain
markets which we believe will have an immediate
and favourable impact on our business and financial
results. Cellulose is an attractive alternative to fibreglass in a variety of insulation applications,” said Jeff
Edwards, chairman and chief executive officer (CEO) of
Installed Building Products.
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Carrubba, Owens Corning’s insulation strategic marketing vice president.
Owens Corning says that Thermafiber mineral wool
insulation products have been installed in eight of the
20 tallest buildings in the world including the Burj Khalifa tower in Dubai, UAE. The insulation producer is also
promoting the sustainability credentials of its product
through its Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) credits for specific commercial and residential applications and its certification for a minimum
70% recycled content by the ICC-ES.

Germany: Hausys’ phenolic foam
approved for fire by FM Global

F

M Global has approved LG Hausys’ phenolic foam as
fire-protective by global standards. The US-based
mutual insurance company granted Factory Mutual
Approval on criteria testing fire-resistance for ceiling
boards and wall panels for the insulation product,
according to the Korea Herald newspaper. LG Hausys
started producing phenolic foam insulation board
in 2013. In May 2018 it opened a second production
line at its Cheongju plant in North Chungcheong
Province. A third production line is scheduled to be
completed by early 2020.

Germany: Calostat receives EPD from
Institut für Bauen und Umwelt

E

vonik’s Calostat insulation product has received
an environmental product declaration (EPD) from
the Institut für Bauen und Umwelt (IBU). The EPD
takes into account the entire production process,
from manufacture of precursors, their transport, production of Calostat and the option of recycling the
material.
Calostat is a non-combustible thermal insulation material based on silicon dioxide. It is a class A
(non-combustible) building material with a thermal
conductivity λ of 0.019W/(mK). It does not absorb
liquid water but is permeable to water vapour. Other
distinguishing features are its compressive strength
of ≥90kPa and gross density of 165kg/m3. It contains
no fungicides, algicides, pesticides, binding agents, or
flame-retardants. Notably, the manufacturer also says
that the product can be recycled.
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Daniel Savi, MSc Environmental Sciences ETH & Matthias Klingler, MSc Environmental Engineer EPFL

Multi-criteria comparison of insulation materials
The contribution of insulation materials to sustainable construction is an important
issue within the scope of the discussions on global warming and climate change. But
how do different insulation materials compare overall...?

T

he environmental performance of insulation
materials in the context of the whole building life
cycle depends on two factors: the environmental impacts related to the production of the materials and
the energy saved during operation of the building. If
the insulation of a building is enhanced, more energy
has to be spent on the production of materials. On
the other hand, the energy demand for the heating of
the building is reduced. The total energy consumption over the lifetime of a building is reduced for all
insulation materials, including the necessary constructions and adaptations. The ‘investment’ in more
insulation in terms of production-related resources
and emissions results in a lowered heating demand
and related emissions for average insulation thicknesses. To give an example from this study: If the
expanded polystyrene (EPS) insulation on walls and
roofs is increased from 8cm to 12cm and from 20cm
to 30cm respectively, the payback time in terms of
primary energy is approximately four years if oil and
gas are used as energy carriers for heating.

Right - Figure 1: Spider chart
with axes. All axes are briefly
explained below the title.
Scaling is shown on the axes
themselves.
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Objectives of the study
Besides the energy aspect of insulation materials,
other factors are important when assessing their sustainability. The aim of the study was to develop a set of
comparative case studies on the contribution of insulation materials to sustainable construction. Several
indicators and parameters were selected according to
their relevance for sustainability and presented using
spider charts, a convenient methodology for displaying qualitatively different measures. It empowers
the reader to choose parameters according to their
relevance for a particular building project. It is also
more transparent than any aggregated ‘one score over
all’ approach.
The case studies encompass typical insulation applications in buildings and cover the most common
insulation materials used for these applications. It is
methodologically important and essential to compare
insulation materials by taking the final application in
the building into account. This is achieved here by
an assessment on the basis of the same performance

GLOBAL INSULATION

Left: Left to right: PU foam,
grey EPS and stone wool were
examined in the study.

(R-value) for a given application, including all necessary measures to fix the material. Example charts are
included in this article for two different applications:
An external thermal insulation composite system
(ETICS) and a ‘ventilated façade.’ Four materials are
analysed, three for each application. For ETICS, grey
EPS, stone wool and polyurethane foam (PU) are
analysed. For ventilated façades, grey EPS, stone wool
and hemp fibre are analysed.
The full study, which is not discussed in this article,
also examined the applications ‘flat roof,’ ‘perimeter’
and ‘floor, above ceiling or ground slab,’ as well as a
wider selection of insulation materials.

Spider charts
Starting from the top and going
around the spider clockwise,
the first four criteria are Life
Cycle
Impact
Assessment
(LCIA) indicators from cradle
to gate. The next two axes ‘low
investment cost’ and ‘application suitability’ are about the
installation on the construction
site. The axis ‘low potential risk’
represents an assessment of the
ecotoxicological risk associated
with the use phase. The last axis
presents the results for the end
of life phase. The interpretation
should be intuitive, showing
best values at the outside of the
spider axes. The best result in a
given application will receive a
score of 10. All other results on
the same axis are scaled relative
to the best. Please note that it is
therefore not possible to compare spider diagrams between
applications.
For the assessment of insulation materials, the functional
unit is 1m2 of a construction with a defined insulation
performance (R-value). The

calculation of the R-value includes the insulation,
bearing structure and thermal bridges. The functional unit includes the insulation material and other
quantities of materials that are influenced by the
thickness of the insulation such as fixations, dowels
and consoles.
Table 1 gives an overview of the different criteria
that were evaluated on the spider axes and the underlying indicators.
The four criteria for ‘low embodied energy,’ ‘low
global warming potential,’ ‘low summer smog potential’ and ‘low acid rain potential’ represent the
environmental impact generated by the production
of the materials. The higher the score, the lower the
respective negative impact. These impacts are evaluated using data from valid environmental product

Spider axis

Indicator

Scope

Low embodied
energy

Non-renewable primary energy Cradle to gate
(MJ)

Low global warming
potential

GWP (kg CO2 eq.)

Cradle to gate

Low summer smog
potential

POCP (kg C2H4 eq.)

Cradle to gate

Low acid rain
potential

AP (kg SO2 eq.)

Cradle to gate

Low investment costs Material costs in Euro

Insulation material only,
for selected applications (flat
roof, ETICS, perimeter)

Application
suitability

Weight (kg/m2)
Safety measures
Flexibility of slabs (only for
ventilated façade)
Weathering sensitivity
Fire classification of slabs

Assembly, sum of five aspects

Low potential risk

Potential risk factors derived
from quantities, H-phrases and
exposure risk for toxic additives

Use phase

Recovery potential

Rate of recovered primary
energy (MJ)

End of life
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Left - Table 1:
The spider axes.
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Application
Right - Table 2: Application
suitability, maximum scores
for parameters.

Maximum scores application suitability parameters
Insulation weight

Safety measures

Flexibility

Weathering
sensitivity

Fire classification

Ventilated façade

2

2

3

1

2

ETICS

3

2

N/A

3

2

declarations (EPDs) according to EN 15804.1 The
system boundaries for the LCIA data considered here
are cradle to gate, which means that environmental
impacts that occur beyond the factory gate (installation, maintenance, deconstruction, disposal etc.) are
not considered.
The scaling of the results on these four axes follows
the same underlying principle. For a given impact
(for example global warming) and an application (for
example ETICS) the material with the lowest impact
is given the maximum score of 10 points. The other
materials receive scores that are inversely proportional to the lowest impact. For example, a product
that generates an impact twice that of the product
with the lowest impact would receive a score of 5.
The criteria ‘low investment cost’ and ‘application
suitability’ represent the installation phase. The criterion ‘low investment cost’ could only be considered
for the ETICS application, as insufficient data was
available for ventilated façade installations. We considered investment cost for the insulation materials.
Data from experts around Europe was used for the
evaluation. The scores are attributed to the different
insulation materials in the same manner as for the
environmental impact indicators. The material with
the lowest price will receive a spider score of 10. All
other materials will receive scores relative to the lowest price.
The score on the axis ‘application suitability’ is
aggregated from the performance of the considered
materials with regards to different aspects. These
include weight, safety measures necessary for installation, weathering sensitivity, fire classification and
– for the application ventilated façade only – flexibility. Depending on the application, some of these
aspects are more relevant than others. Therefore,
a maximum number of points is attributed to each
aspect for each application as shown in Table 2. The
sum of the maximum points in each application
equals to a score of 10.
Weight was considered being an ergonomic factor of occupational health. Heavier insulation slabs
increase the risk of back injuries. Heavier slabs might
also increase the probability of errors during installation. The score for insulation weight was given in
relation to the lowest weight, which received the
maximum score according to Table 2. According
to material safety data sheets, stone wool and glass
wool require personal protection equipment during
handling, whereas all other insulation materials considered require no safety measures. If safety measures
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are required a product receives 0 points for safety
measures.
Weathering sensitivity is closely linked to water
absorption capacity. Insulation materials should be
dry before installation. Materials that can absorb
moisture during storage on the construction site
bear a certain risk for future damage to the construction. A distinction is made between materials
that are non-sensitive (such as XPS), materials that
show some sensitivity such as EPS and products with
a higher water absorption capacity such as mineral
wool. Fire classification was considered, as insulation materials with a lower fire classification might
require special measures according to construction
law in order to ensure the fire safety of the whole
building. A maximum score for fire classification was
given to materials with a fire classification of A1, 5/6
for a classification of A2 and so on down to 1/6 of the
maximum for an E classification.
The score on the axis ‘low potential risk’ considers regulated additives in materials that might be
released during the use phase. Since the flame retardant HBCD in polystyrene products has been replaced
in the last couple of years mostly with polymeric FR,
there are few additives in the insulation materials
considered here that are relevant with regards to impacts on the environment and human health during
the use phase. In that sense, the axis expresses primarily the significant change that has occurred with
regards to the use of problematic flame retardants in
polystyrene insulation materials. The evaluation of
the potential risk is based on a method developed
for BASF in Germany.2 Since the lowest score on this
axis is zero for no risk, the scaling cannot be done
in proportion to the minimum. To allow a scoring, a
hypothetical maximum risk was defined, that would
receive a score of 0 points. All other scores are calculated in a linear relationship between 0 and the
hypothetical maximum risk.
Finally, the score on the axis ‘recovery potential’
represents the end of life and informs on potential
benefits due to recycling or energy recovery. The
proportion of recovered energy has been chosen as
a simple way of measuring how ecologically worthwhile a recycling option is. This choice allows us to
compare recycling and thermal recovery on the same
scale. The recycling option that saves the biggest share
of energy of the recycled or incinerated material will
receive a score of 10. Scores for materials with lower
shares of saved energy will be proportional to the biggest share of saved energy.
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PIR are about 40% higher than the ones for EPS.
Stone wool has the highest costs of the materials
considered. These cost estimates are based on average market price estimates and can deviate from this
considerably in real projects. In ETICS systems, the
plastic-based materials get higher scores for the application suitability than the fibrous materials. The
advantages of the plastic-based materials are a low
sensitivity towards weathering and their lightness.
They lose points for the fire classification of E. Stone
wool is sensitive towards weathering and has a high
weight per square metre (See Table 3). The necessary
safety measures against respirable mineral fibres further reduce the score for stone wool.

Insulation material
Weight (kg/m2)

ETICS
Regarding the LCIA indicators ‘low embodied energy,’ ‘global warming potential’ and ‘low acid rain
potential,’ grey EPS has the best scores. However, grey
EPS has a high summer smog potential, because of
pentane emissions during foaming. For PU/PIR, the
source for the summer smog potential declared in its
EPD is not known. Stone wool and PU/PIR do not
have any particular advantages regarding the environmental impacts of the production phase. With
regards to the criterion ‘low investment cost,’ grey
EPS has the best scores. The material costs for PU/

Grey EPS

Stone wool

PU/PIR

2.5

19.1

3.9

Left - Figure 3: Comparison
of insulation materials in the
ETICS application. All
systems have the same
R-Value of 5m2K/W.

Left - Table 3: ETICS,
R = 5m2K/W, insulation
weight in kg/m2.

All materials except PU/PIR achieve maximum
scores for a low potential risk. Because of the flame
retardant used in PU/PIR, its score is a bit lower.
EPS slabs have the highest scores for energy saved by
recovery. Stone wool can be recycled however with
hardly any benefits from the point of view of energy
recovery.
The spider diagrams show that grey EPS has the
best overall results for the production phase. EPS
provides the lowest investment cost and is the most
suitable material for this application. When it comes
to demolition and recycling, grey EPS offers the best
energy savings if it is recycled. PU/PIR has medium
scores overall. Stone wool does not have any particular advantages in an ETICS system.
We haven’t included the spider charts for white EPS
and wood fibre in this article. While white EPS shows
similar results to grey EPS, wood fibre has the lowest summer smog potential and also would have the
lowest global warming potential. This impact would
even become negative for wood fibre insulation, thus
we had to manually set the corresponding axis score
to 10 for wood fibre and also for grey EPS with the
best positive score. Wood fibre slabs would also have
the best score for energy saved by recovery, together
with EPS.

Ventilated façade
Two main fixing systems exist for the construction of
ventilated façades. The first possibility is to use dowels to carry the insulation and cladding. Insulation
thickness and the weight of the cladding are limited
with this option. The other option are consoles to
carry the cladding. Console systems introduce more
thermal bridges and therefore require more insulation to achieve the same R-value than dowel systems.
With regard to the two different fixing systems, the
dowel systems are better in all spider axes. Whenever
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possible, dowel systems should therefore be favoured.
We have only included results for dowel systems in
this article.
In relation to the environmental impacts of the
production phase (low embodied energy, low global
warming potential, low summer smog potential)
stone wool shows the best overall results. While its
weight per functional unit is relatively high (See
Table 4), its impact per kilogram of material is low.

Right - Table 4: Ventilated
façade, R = 5m2K/W,
insulation weight
in kg/m2.

Right - Figure 3: Comparison
for ventilated façade
application. Again, with an
R-value of 5m2K/W. for each.

Insulation material
Weight (kg/m2) dowels

Grey EPS Stone wool Hemp fibre
2.2

6.9

7.0

Grey EPS shows also a good overall performance.
It has the best score for low acid rain potential and
also the lowest score for low summer smog potential.
Hemp fibre has a disadvantage with regards to the
embodied non-renewable energy. Regarding application suitability, all materials have moderate scores.
The fibre materials have the advantage of being
flexible. Furthermore, mineral wools are fire-proof.
But mineral wools also require safety measures for
installation and are heavier than plastic foams, which
both lead to a penalty on this axis. The application
suitability of plastic foams is compromised by their
rigidity and fire classification E. All materials have
a low potential risk, with scores close to 10 points.
When it comes to the energy saved by recovery the
common characteristics of the materials are dominant. EPS can be recycled and has the highest score.
The recycling of mineral wools is hardly beneficial
from an energy point of view. Hemp fibre can be incinerated with energy recovery.

Conclusion
There is no single material that is best in all applications. For a simplified summary: EPS is more
favourable than the other materials with ETICS applications. In a ventilated façade with lower tensile
forces, the results show mixed tendencies. Stone
wool now shows a lower embodied energy and similar global warming potential as grey EPS. Insulation
materials based on biological fibres do not necessarily have a better sustainability-related performance
than other materials. Hemp fibre insulations do not
show advantages in ventilated façades compared to
plastic foam or mineral fibres when one looks at the
objective results based on available LCA data and
insulation characteristics.
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GLOBAL GYPSUM: THE LAST WORD

Asbestos: What other building materials nasties are lurking out there?
Peter Edwards Editor, Global Gypsum Magazine (peter.edwards@propubs.com)

I

am currently in the process of moving house. While
this is a stressful life event, there’s not normally much
to report: Pick up the keys, move your stuff over, notify
everyone of your new address and put the kettle on. The
stress mainly happens before the actual move.
However, that’s not been the case for me this time
round. The property we have bought was previously
owned by someone who hadn’t changed anything for 50
years. So, while we actually started work on the house
back in November, the work to turn it into a ‘habitable
family environment for the 21st Century,’ is still in progress. In the meantime, we’re staying (with two young
children) at my in-laws elsewhere in town. This situation could itself become the subject of an entire future
‘Last Word.’
For the first month, the renovation plans went well.
Wallpaper and carpet was removed. Electrics were
upgraded and a new hot water tank was installed. The
bathroom is going in shortly and the kitchen is on
order. Even the paint colours have been chosen!
Something had to go awry and then, we found
asbestos, that infamous material that haunts a large
number of properties from the first half of the 20th
Century. We had to undergo a two-week wait while the
Health & Safety Executive (HSE) ‘reviewed the methodology’ of the removal process. Then a licenced (and
expensive) removal firm came to take it all out at the
start of December. Quite a time-consuming and stressful endeavour.
‘Asbestos’ is a term covering six naturally-occurring
silicates, mined industrially since the late 1800s. The
minerals’ common physical characteristic is their asbestiform crystal structures. This means they are long
and thin, with an aspect ratio of around 20:1. In bulk
this property leads to excellent themal resistance and
fire-abatement properties, hence their use in older
gypsum boards, insulating boards, cement / concrete
boards and a host of other building products.
However, when disturbed, the fibres separate easily
as a very fine dust. They are easy to inhale and ingest,
becoming lodged deep in the lungs. Inhalation can
lead to a variety of serious and fatal illnesses, including
lung cancer, mesothelioma and asbestosis. You know a
building material is bad if it has a fatal disease named
after it.
The fact that these conditions can take decades to
present means that the grim legacy of asbestos, cer-

tainly among those who produced asbestos-containing
products and installers of the same, continues to this
day. The World Health Organisation (WHO) and
International Labour Organization (ILO) estimate that
around 255,000 lives are lost to asbestos every year,1
30-40 years after peak global production. Despite
the link between asbestos fibres and these conditions
having been suspected since the early 1900s, peak
production of asbestos was not until around 1980.
The WHO estimates that 125 million people remain
exposed on an occupational basis every day. When
cheap, readily-available and safe alternatives exist, this
is completely unacceptable.
When we received confirmation that there were indeed two types of asbestos in the house - including the
particularly nasty ‘blue’ asbestos - I was standing next to
the plasterer, who was busying himself with the kitchen
walls. “What are we doing now...” he said, “...that’s like
asbestos but we don’t know about it yet?” This is an
interesting question that only leads to more questions:
What exactly are the carcinogenic properties of the dust
from the 50 year-old compacted carpet underlay that
I’m breathing in? What are the multi-decade effects of
the resins from all of our cheap-yet-stylish flat-packed
furniture? Why does this plaster ooze more oil than it
used to and could that be harmful? Will cement made
with certain additives degrade over time, with health
implications? Could there be something else as bad as
asbestos lurking in the house right now? We started to
get quite worried.
As the conversation shifted to the precautionary
principle, which states we shouldn’t actually use any
material until there is proof it is not harmful, the plasterer concluded, “With that attitude, you’d never even
walk past a diesel engine. They are really bad!” He has
a point, but given that he’d just lighted a cigarette, the
conversation had become a bit hypothetical. Smoking
surely has health outcomes far worse than any of the
things on our hazards list.
His response when I pointed this out? “Yeah, but at
least I know what smoking does!” Like the many manufacturers of asbestos, the plasterer is happy with what
he’s doing. Perhaps our attitude to risk is more risky
than any material!
1. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5982039/
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